
 
MMTA QUIZ #6 COURSE 3 –  

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO PRIMARY OR GREATER CYCLES 

 
1. What is the major difference in the studies used to calculate Level 1, 2, and 3 signatures 

for trading cycles in the Gold Book versus those used in the Stock Market Timing book? 

 

The Gold Book creates Levels 1, 2, and 3 based on all the major aspects of a planetary pair 

combination, and not just each single aspect. In the Stock Market studies, a Level 1 value 

was assigned to any aspect or station that had a 66.7% correlation to a primary or greater 

cycle. In the Gold market studies, a Level 1 value was assigned to any planetary pair 

grouping that had a 50% or greater correlation, as a whole, to primary or greater cycles. 

 

 

 

 

2. Which Level 1 signatures in Gold were more likely to be Level 3 signatures in stocks? 

 

 

Mercury-Mars aspects were determined to have reached a critical correlation to be a Level 

1 signature. No such correlations between Mercury and Mars were found to have a high 

correlation to reversals to stock market cycles. 

 

 

 

3. Which Level 1 signatures in stocks were more likely to be Level 3 signatures in Gold? 

 

 

Sun-Neptune, Venus-Saturn, Jupiter Stationary, Venus-Pluto 

 

 

 

4. What planetary pair cycle was found to be important in the Gold studies, but not in the 

stock market studies? 

 

Mercury-Mars 



 

5. What were the three strongest geocosmic signatures in the Gold studies and when did they 

last occur? What types of cycles in the Gold market occurred nearby? 

 
1. Saturn/Neptune  

Waning square: November 26, 2015, June 17, 2016, September 10, 2016—Gold 

bottomed during this time  

 

2. Neptune Retrograde June 25, 2021—secondary low? 

3. Jupiter/Saturn  Conjunction: December 21, 2020—three months before 

31.33-month low? 
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MMTA QUIZ #8 COURSE 3 –  

CALCULATING GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRD)  

 
1. What is a geocosmic cluster? Define it. 

 

A time band that contains a series of geocosmic signatures that unfold very close in time to 

one another. 

 

2. What is the limit as to how far away two consecutive aspects are allowed to be apart in a 

geocosmic cluster? 

 

No more than 6 calendar days. 

 

3. How is a critical reversal date calculated? 

 

The midpoint of a cluster is the critical reversal date (CRD). That is, you take the date of 

the first signature within the cluster and the date of the last signature within the cluster. 

The point midway between is usually the critical reversal date. 

 

4. What is the orb of time allowed for a CRD to be considered most valid? 

 

+/- 3 trading days 

 

5. What percent of time does the USA stock market (and most financial markets) reverse 

within this orb? 

 

82.4% of time 

 

6. Define a 3-star critical reversal date. What criteria must be met to be a 3-star critical 

reversal date? 

 

A 3-star CRD is when a primary cycle or greater trough/crest is due, there are at least 3 

geocosmic signatures in the cluster, and one of those at least is a Level 1 geocosmic 

signature. 

 

7. What is the probability that when a major reversal occurs in the USA stock market, there 

will be at least one Level 1, or one of the top three Level 2 signatures, present within 

three trading days? 

 

82.4% 

8. Under what conditions can other CRD’s be calculated than the normal rules? 

 

Depending on where we are in the primary cycle and the technical situation. For instance, 

there may be a CRD coming up with say three Level 1 types involved. The first inclination is 

to label it a 3-star critical reversal date. However, it is within a time band when it becomes 

obvious that no primary cycle is due. Therefore, it may start out as a 3-star CRD in your 



view, but as the date approaches, it is downgraded to a 2-star status because no primary 

cycle is due then. The opposite can also happen. There may be no Level 1 signatures involved 

in a particular CRD, so you start by calling it a 1-star or 2-star CRD. However, as the date 

approaches, the market is in a time band for a primary cycle, and technicals are also showing 

a reversal possible, so you upgrade it to a 2- or 3-star CRD. 

 

 

9. From the following table, calculate the CRD for August 2021. 

 

 
 

August 4-5, August 20-23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



MMTA QUIZ #9 COURSE 3 –  

PLANET-SIGN CORRELATIONS TO TRENDS 
 

1. What happens in financial markets related to Uranus ingressing into a certain sign? 

 

 

Boom-Bust cycle: Large rallies (2-8x) followed by declines of 50-90% from those highs. 

 

2. What market was affected when Uranus went through Aquarius? When was that and 

what happened? 

 

Tech stocks (dot com boom-bust). April 1, 1995-March 10, 2003 

 

 

 

3. What market was affected when Uranus went through Pisces? When was that? 

 

Crude Oil boom-bust. 2003-2010. Bubble into May 2008, 80% decline by 2009. 

 

 

 

4. What sign types affect weather and grain markets? Describe each affect. 

 

A preponderance of fire signs is associated with warmer than normal temperatures, whereas 

earth signs pertains to colder than usual. A majority of planets in water signs pertains to 

heavy moisture, rains and floods, whereas a preponderance in air signs is windy and dry.  

 

 

 

 

5. What planetary configurations (or aspects) were present in 2020-2021 when Corn prices 

rose so much? 

 

In 2020, we had Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto all conjunct in Capricorn. This led to a 

significant low in Corn prices. In 2021, we have the Saturn-Uranus waning square, and the 

rally has accelerated. 

 

 

 

6. When does the Gold market tend to bottom relative to the transit of Mars? When does it 

tend to top out? List the degrees of the signs that are involved in this correlation. 

 

Transit through Libra and Scorpio: Bottom: 17-30° 7; Top: 17-29° 8, with possibility of 

topping out as early as 13° 8 

 

 



7. What is the Venus-sign correlation to lows in Silver? 

 

The observation is that primary or half-primary cycle troughs often happen when in Silver 

when Venus transits through Libra. 

 

 

8. What is the heliocentric Mercury correlation to Silver and Gold prices? 

 

Goes up from a low that occurs 0-13 trading days (80%) before helio Mercury enters 

Sagittarius, and then tops out 4-12 calendar days after it enters Sagittarius. Many times a 

low happens 0-5 days before the ingress (zero Sag).  Usually these are smart rallies. But it 

also has a 20% tendency to fall hard instead. 
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